The changes in regional myocardial surface area during coronary occlusion and reperfusion.
For the analysis of regional myocardial function, the measurement of regional myocardial surface area (RMA) was performed on the epicardial surface of myocardial segment lengths in a direction parallel to the superficial myocardial fibers (SLa) and at right angles to the first (SLb). In eight anesthetized dogs with opened-chests, measurements were done during a 60 s left anterior descending coronary artery occlusion and reperfusion. In the ischemic region, coronary occlusion resulted in dyskinesis in RMA, and the reduction of it during the ejection phase (ERA) decreased significantly at 10 s (p less than 0.05) and thereafter (p less than 0.01). Regional myocardial work (EWA) from the pressure-area loops during the ejection phase also decreased significantly at 10 s (p less than 0.05) and thereafter (p less than 0.01). The end-diastolic RMA (EDRMA) increased significantly at 30 s (p less than 0.01) and thereafter (p less than 0.01). In the non-ischemic region, compensatory changes were shown, namely ERA, EWA and EDRMA, increased significantly during occlusion. After reperfusion, recovery to the control level was prompt, and only EDRMA remained the increased value after 30 s (p less than 0.01). Between SLa and SLb, characteristics differed from each other, which suggested that the directional differences of SLs should be considered when regional myocardial function is assessed from unidirectional SL. The changes in RMA reflect both changes of SLa and SLb during coronary occlusion and reperfusion, and were more marked than each SL. Thus, the usefulness of RMA to assess regional myocardial function was demonstrated during coronary occlusion and reperfusion.